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Abstract: With the global trend to produce clean electrical energy, the penetration of renewable
energy sources in existing electricity infrastructure is expected to increase significantly within the
next few years. The solid state transformer (SST) is expected to play an essential role in future
smart grid topologies. Unlike traditional magnetic transformer, SST is flexible enough to be of
modular construction, enabling bi-directional power flow and can be employed for AC and DC grids.
Moreover, SSTs can control the voltage level and modulate both active and reactive power at the point
of common coupling without the need to external flexible AC transmission system device as per the
current practice in conventional electricity grids. The rapid advancement in power semiconductors
switching speed and power handling capacity will soon allow for the commercialisation of grid-rated
SSTs. This paper is aimed at introducing a state-of-the-art review for SST proposed topologies,
controllers, and applications. Additionally, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT)
analysis along with a brief review of market drivers for prospective commercialisation are elaborated.
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1. Introduction

Since the Kyoto agreement on global greenhouse-gas emissions was ratified by nearly all nations,
individual countries have pledged to reduce conventional fossil fuel-based generation and integrate
more renewable energy sources within electricity grids. With such enthusiasm, researchers have
identified several challenges in achieving this goal. These challenges include the widespread mix
of utility, individual investors and residential generation, employing cost-effective energy storage
technology, adopting intelligent online monitoring and self-healing techniques, secured communication
protocols, and smart control technologies. In developing future renewable system architectures,
the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) has identified four remarkable points in this
ambitious transformation journey: enabling bi-directional energy flow, proposing improved grid
interconnection, adopting enhanced technologies, and increasing energy storage capacity. To facilitate
the inclusion of these features in future smart grids, a classical magnetic transformer has to be replaced
with a solid state transformer (SST) that can enable bi-directional power flow. SSTs utilize a reduced-size
high-frequency transformer to control the voltage level, and a range of switching devices to shape and
control input and output power.

SSTs have the potential to provide extra benefits compared to a traditional transformer in terms
of power quality and controllability such as output voltage control, reactive power compensation,
voltage regulation (flicker compensation), and power factor correction [1–4]. With the use of advanced
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control strategies, other functions can be realised; for instance, SSTs can function as a unified power
quality conditioner (UPQC) [5] or as an active filter [6,7].

The earliest AC–AC power electronic transformer was proposed by W. McMurray in 1970 [8],
followed by the AC/AC buck converter developed by the United States Navy in 1980 [9,10]. However,
due to slow switching and low power rating of semiconductors, application of SSTs in power systems
could not be implemented during this era. With the latest breakthrough in power electronic industry,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has listed SSTs as one of the ten breakthrough technologies
that will influence the future of electricity grids [11]. The main advantage of SSTs over conventional
transformers is the significant reduction in size due to the fact that at higher frequencies, the required
size of the transformer core and windings drops dramatically [12,13]. The relation between the
frequency f and overall transformer size can be approximated as [12]

Aw·Ac ∝
S

Bm· f ·J (1)

where S is the output apparent power, Bm is the peak flux density, J is the current density of the
conductor, Ac is the core area, and Aw is the window area. The reduced size and weight are vital for
such applications as railway traction [14,15]. Size reduction at higher frequencies applies to other
elements, such as capacitors and inductors. However, this reduction is counterbalanced by core
hysteresis and eddy current losses, which increase with frequency [12,16]. Thus, an optimisation
approach between size reduction (frequency) and efficiency was explored in [16], and optimum
frequencies were determined for different core materials.

2. Solid State Transformer Topologies

Fewer conversion stages lead to increased efficiency and improved reliability. Therefore, a single
stage AC/AC conversion (as shown in Figure 1a) with a high-frequency transformer link was presented
in [17–19]. Power transfer control in the single stage SST proposed in [17].
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Figure 1. Solid state transformer (SST) topologies: (a) single stage, (b) two stages, and (c) three stages. 

Figure 2 is similar to that of a typical DC/DC dual active bridge (DAB) in which the phase shift 
between the secondary and the primary bridges is used to control the direction and magnitude of 
power transfer. The proposed topology in [18] achieves bi-directional power flow by using four 
quadrant switches and suggests improving the control strategy to regulate harmonic content [20]. 
However, the single stage SST has low switching frequency and voltage conversion ratio, while the 
soft switching is achieved only for a limited range around the rated load. Thus, this design would be 
most suitable for constant load applications. The cascaded H-bridge topology is scalable to serve 
higher voltages, but the suggested scheme cannot provide power factor correction without additional 
active filters [17]. In [19], a minimal single and three phase topologies were presented. Most desired 

Figure 1. Solid state transformer (SST) topologies: (a) single stage, (b) two stages, and (c) three stages.

Figure 2 is similar to that of a typical DC/DC dual active bridge (DAB) in which the phase
shift between the secondary and the primary bridges is used to control the direction and magnitude
of power transfer. The proposed topology in [18] achieves bi-directional power flow by using four
quadrant switches and suggests improving the control strategy to regulate harmonic content [20].
However, the single stage SST has low switching frequency and voltage conversion ratio, while the
soft switching is achieved only for a limited range around the rated load. Thus, this design would
be most suitable for constant load applications. The cascaded H-bridge topology is scalable to serve
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higher voltages, but the suggested scheme cannot provide power factor correction without additional
active filters [17]. In [19], a minimal single and three phase topologies were presented. Most desired
functions such as bidirectional power flow and power factor correction were achieved in this topology.
The relatively high switching frequency and the low number of switching devices and absence of
electrolytic capacitors make it suitable for size-critical applications.
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Two stage conversion is also possible as reported in [21–24] as shown in Figure 1b. The absence of
bulky capacitors in [21,22] resulted in increased power density and improved reliability. Although
active rectifier was used in this topology, the control strategy was not effective in shaping the incoming
current into a sinusoidal waveform. In addition, the used matrix converter requires a large number
of switching devices and a complex switching scheme to achieve soft (low loss) switching [19,25].
Moreover, matrix converters have high semiconductor chip area due to the large number of active
semiconductor devices [26]. Both [21,22] realize flexible power conversion and power factor correction.
However, the topology presented in [22] was not able to facilitate frequency independence between
the high-voltage (HV) and the low-voltage (LV) signals.

Two-stage conversion can also be attained with a DC link on the high voltage side instead of an
LVDC link. This was attempted in [24] by including the high-frequency transformer in the second
stage and using a cycloconverter for a direct AC–AC conversion. Soft switching was realised by a
resonant converter consisting of small capacitors in parallel to each switching device that resonates
with a series inductor to damp switching oscillations and achieve zero voltage switching. However,
the simple control scheme does not accommodate the utilisation of the DC link as this arrangement is
intended for low power applications.

The three-stage conversion topology shown in Figure 1c was presented in [1,27–31]. The first
stage utilizes an AC/DC rectifier aimed at regulating the voltage across the HV DC link, shaping the
input current [30,32], and achieving bi-directional power flow and reactive power compensation [33]
as well as harmonic elimination [34–36]. While the second stage includes a high frequency, the DAB
is required to regulate the active power flow, provide galvanic isolation, and control the voltage at
the LV DC bus [33]. During this stage, the voltage is stepped up by a high-frequency transformer and
transferred to an LV DC link. Finally, the voltage is shaped into a 50 Hz waveform on the load side.

Single- and multi-stage topologies were studied and compared in [37], and the three-stage
configuration was found to be superior in terms of efficiency and overall power quality. Three-stage
conversion topologies with proper control strategies provide maximum possible functions and
controllability [3]. However, they require a large number of passive components [38].

A major advantage of multi-stage topologies is the inclusion of a low voltage DC link as reported
in [30,33,39,40] in which DC loads, distributed generators, and energy storage devices can be directly
connected to the SST without the need for an AC conversion stage. This is optimal for a multiport SST
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serving a mixture of AC devices and DC applications such as hybrid microgrids, solar PV, DC bus
home, data centres [41–43], and optimised fast chargers of energy storage devices [3].

In a multiport multi-directional SST, active and reactive power flow control between ports is
essential. In addition, multiport SSTs encompass most plug-and-play features as it accommodates
different voltage levels and different loading conditions. Accordingly, the multiport SST reported
in [5] can provide DC and AC at the input and output ports and regulate reactive power of each port
independently, which can even be utilised to serve as a UPQC. One disadvantage of this proposed
topology is that two high-frequency transformers are necessary for each phase, which may increase
the imbalance between parallel modules due to inconsistencies between transformers, which causes
circular currents between the modules.

3. High Voltage Solid State Transformers

SSTs with higher power rating can be achieved using three single-phase SSTs instead of the
three phase matrix converters [30]. Another solution to accommodate higher voltages is by the series
connection of low-voltage switching devices. The added cut-off voltages of series switching devices
allow for the handling of higher voltage ratings. The drawback of these series arrangements is the high
conduction loss due to the added conduction resistances [3]. Another way to serve higher power is
using modular multi-level converters [40,44–47] in applications where size is not the main concern. In
a modular arrangement, the HV side cells are connected in series while cells are connected in parallel
on the LV side. This configuration facilitates the voltage dividing on the HV side and current dividing
on the LV side. Moreover, the utilisation of multi-level converters reduces the switching losses [48].
The advantages of increasing the number of levels in the multilevel converter output voltage are
reduced harmonic distortion, improved efficiency, and an ability to build fault tolerant arrangements.
On the other side, the main disadvantage is the requirement of a large number of switching devices,
which increases the cost and size of the SST.

Adopting multi-level topologies to increase power rating, and equivalent switching frequency
instead of using high power expensive switching devices may be more cost-efficient because below
the 2.5 kV threshold the price of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) drops drastically as shown
in Figure 3 [49]. For example, in order to build an 11 kV SST using a modular topology, at least
seven levels are required, as each will be supporting a DC link of 2.7 kV. The highest rating of the
commercially available IGBT, which is 6.5 kV, can be used to create the 11 kV SST. Otherwise, if
increased to 21 levels, the cost-effective 1.7 kV IGBT can be employed [49].

ABB adopted a multilevel three-stage arrangement for a 1.2 MVA, 15 kV SST prototype, which
was field-tested on the Swiss railroad [27]. The first two stages in the arrangement were duplicated
nine times and connected in series on the input side and paralleled on the output side. In pursuant of
fault tolerant arrangement, N + 1 criterion was used in determining the number of modules, with the
ninth module being redundant.
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Four of the multi-level topologies proposed in the literature are shown in Figure 4. The a,b,c
topologies were compared in [50], in which no major difference in terms of efficiency was reported.
Cascaded H-bridge [40,51] converters and modular multi-level converters (MMCs) are the most
common among recent publications because these topologies are expandable, so the power rating can
be increased by adding more modules with the same architecture and control strategy [52]. They are
also fault-tolerant, which guarantees fast recovery after internal faults and allows for redundant
modules. Table 1 presents the four topologies. Despite the fact that flying capacitors topology require
the largest number of capacitors, the MMCs and cascaded H-Bridges require the largest aluminum
electrolytic capacitors to be used in the DC links as energy buffers. These capacitors are the most likely
components to fail [53]. In addition, the large size capacitors undermine the size reduction prospects
of SSTs [54].

In a comparison between MMCs and cascaded H-bridge converters, it was found that, at high
voltages (>13.8 kV), MMC arrangement has better efficiency and semiconductor utilisation [55].
Furthermore, circulating currents [56] and voltage unbalance [57] between parallel MMCs and H-bridge
modules compromise the reliability and cause voltage stress.
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Table 1. Comparison of various multi-level topologies.

Expandability Capacitors
Size Inductors No. Transformers

No.
Semiconductors

No

Neutral point clamped No Low Low Low High
Flying capacitor No Low Low Low Low

H-bridge cascaded Yes Medium Low High Low
MMC Yes High High Low Low

Instead of increasing switching levels, the rating of switching devices may be increased. There are
a number of promising post-silicon technologies that can be utilised to achieve high power and
high-frequency conversion. The more recent Silicon Carbide (SiC) IGBT is capable of handling
15–25 kV [59]. In addition, SiC devices can operate at higher temperatures with lower switching
losses [24]. This will eventually allow the development of high-rating SSTs without the need for
complex multilevel converter topologies [33,60]. Another advantage of SiC devices is the high
switching frequency which can reach 10 kHz [59], while the 6.5 kV Si IGBT switching frequency
is around 1 kHz at hard switching mode [59]; thus, when used in an SST, it cannot achieve the sought
after reduction in core size.

When 15 kV SiC was adopted in [33], one neutral-point-clamped module was found to be sufficient
to support 13.8 kV grid voltage, and a 22 kV DC link thus, achieving high power density (power/size
ratio). In order to reduce cost, MOSFETs were used on the low voltage side [33], whereas the UNIFLEX
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3.3 kV prototype required 12 modules using Si IGBTs [40], which undermines the size reduction
achieved by using an HF transformer.

Gallium Nitride (GaN)-based power transistors are also a promising alternative to silicon-based
IGBTs for applications that require fast efficient switching for up to 10 MHz [61]. Currently, breakdown
voltages are limited to 1000 V. Therefore, GaN-based power transistors can be considered for SSTs
serving high-end applications at a small voltage conversion range such as the tactical mobile microgrid
power systems [62]. Meanwhile, SiC would be the most suitable choice for high voltage SSTs switching
in the kHz frequency range. Figure 5 shows the voltage vs. frequency ratings of Si, SiC, and
GaN devices.
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Using a combination of different switching devices is also possible. Reference [64] suggested
the use of GaN devices instead of MOSFET at the low voltage inverter stage, which increases the
overall efficiency as GaN devices have lower conduction resistance. Alternatively, in [65], gate turn off
thyristors (GTOs) were used for the HV rectifier for the sake of lower cost, but the disadvantage of
using GTOs is the increased injected harmonics into the grid. Another way to reduce the cost of HV
SSTs is by reducing the number of switching devices as in [19], but this usually leads to compromising
performance or a loss of features.

4. Efficiency of Solid State Transformers

As per Australian standards, AS-2374.1.2 [66], the efficiency for high power distribution
transformers must be above 98% for dry and oil immersed type rated at 100 kVA or more, which sets
the bar high for SSTs to compete within the current time. It is projected that the efficiency of SSTs
will continue to improve due to the use of new semiconductor technologies [9,67,68], advances in
high-frequency transformers [69], and multi-objective optimisation [3]. The efficiency of SSTs depends
on a number of factors such as loading, power factor, and topology. The efficiency of 50/60 Hz
transformers does not vary much with loading conditions. On the contrary, efficient operation of SSTs
is mostly in a limited range around the rated load, below which the efficiency drastically drops [70].
For example, in [18], at 30% of the rated load, the efficiency drops significantly as it operates outside
the soft switching range. In addition, the efficiency of SSTs is affected by the power factor as feeding
inductive loads interrupts inductive current, which leads to increased switching losses and may even
cause over voltages and damage the switches [18].

Considering simpler topologies or the use of resonant converters were suggested to improve
efficiency [71]. As expected, a comparison between single and three-stage transformers conducted
in [38] proved that single-stage SSTs are more efficient. This is because soft switching techniques for a
DC/DC dual active bridge in three-stage conversion schemes are well established [3]. However, hard
switching is implemented in the inverter and rectifier sections [18,72].
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A resonant converter such as the auxiliary snubber circuit resonant commutated pole (ARCP)
although reducing switching loss, it may increase conduction losses [38]. Therefore, in order to avoid
snubber circuits, multistep commutation schemes are considered with hard switching [18]. A multistep
switching arrangement without a delay time or snubber circuits was suggested in [73], in which a
single-stage 1 kHz SST was studied. However, other alternatives should be considered for multi-stage
SSTs at higher switching frequencies.

New power semiconductor technologies may be the key to improving efficiency. Losses between
15 kV SiC IGBT and 10 kV SiC MOSFET in a three-stage arrangement were compared in [33], and the
efficiency in rectifier stage only was found to be more than 99% at 10 kHz even when hard switched,
and the overall measured efficiency was found to be 96.8%. Likewise, the SiC-based three-stage
2 kVA SST was presented in [68] and an efficiency of 96% during forward and reverse power flow
was reported.

5. Solid State Transformers and Renewables

Typically, before transmitting electric power from a wind farm to the grid, the voltage needed to
be stepped up to minimise transmission losses. Therefore, for an onshore wind turbine, the electric
power flows down through high current flexible cables towards a step-up transformer at the foot of
the tower. The cable needs to withstand harsh weather mechanical stress. Cable length needs to be up
to three times the tower height. These cables are expensive and incur energy loss. On the other hand,
for an offshore wind turbine, the step-up transformer is located in the nacelle. The bulky transformer
increases mechanical loading on the tower [74]. Hence, both on- and off-shore wind generators can
make use of small lightweight oil-free SSTs located in the nacelle.

Another solution suggested to reduce the size of the step-up transformer is the adoption of a
transformerless MMC converter [74–76] that would integrate the generator to the grid and step up the
voltage without the need for a step-up transformer. However, this approach requires special modular
generators or multiple traditional generators to generate isolated multiple dc supplies for the MMC
converter. Furthermore, it does not provide the galvanic isolation between the generator and the grid.
Thus, a high-frequency link (i.e., SST) would be a more suitable solution [49].

Other benefits of SSTs is eliminating the need for an external FACTS device [29]. A FACTS
device is usually connected at the point of common coupling to improve the fault-ride-through of
the generator during faults and transient events as recommended in most of the publications in the
literatures [29,77–81]. Conventional low frequency transformers are rigid, are reliable, have a long life
expectancy, and can handle harsh environmental conditions. Moreover, they are expected to remain
more cost-effective than SSTs in the near future. Hence, one way to justify the higher cost of the SST is
the elimination of the need for other expensive devices such as FACTS [29] along with the elimination
of two conventional coupling transformers and back-to-back converters, which are currently used in
conventional wind energy conversion systems.

The same SST topologies suggested for distribution transformers can be adapted to integrate
wind turbines to the grid. However, few SST topologies in the literature have been tailored to wind
turbine integration. One of these is a 2009 paper by N. Mohan [54], which attempted to have the least
number of switching devices on the HV side (Figure 6). The proposed topology presented a power
electronic transformer to integrate a Type-D synchronous generator to the grid. A matrix converter
was used to increase the frequency to the kHz range, and a three windings high-frequency transformer
was then used to step up the voltage [82]. Two transistors connected to two windings on the grid-side
were used to shape the output voltage. The advantage of this arrangement is the elimination of the
bulky DC links capacitors. Moreover, only two HV switching devices are utilised. On the other hand,
additional reactive power compensation is required for this topology.
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A two stage matrix-based SST was presented in [21] for a variable speed constant frequency
generator. The arrangement requires no capacitor in the DC link due to the high-frequency switching
and the advanced modulation method used [83]. Nevertheless, the large number of switches required
is a major disadvantage of this topology. Furthermore, most of these switches are located on the high
voltage side. One other significant disadvantage is that this topology is not expandable to support
high rating voltages. Thus, increasing the rating of switches is necessary to support higher voltages.

Figure 7 shows the SST arrangement proposed in [29] to integrate a squirrel cage induction
generator (SCIG) to the grid. The SST successfully provided reactive power compensation for the
sake of voltage regulation at sub-synchronous speeds. The work also included a modular converter
arrangement for high power generators. In [28], the authors build on the work of [29] to integrate
a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) using an SST (Figure 8). The grid side converter (GSC) is
eliminated by connecting the DFIG directly to the low voltage DC link. The rectifier stage is responsible
for transferring active power to the DC stage, and the rotor side converter (RSC) is responsible for
transferring active power from the rotor to the grid and vice versa depending on the rotor speed. At the
final stage, the inverter provides reactive power support during faults and sub-synchronous speeds.
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In [28,29], pitch control was omitted for simplicity. However, the same configuration with the
pitch control mechanism was used in [86] to integrate a permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) to the grid. The work also provides experimental results using a single-phase permanent
magnet generator. Similar to [29], fault-ride-through was not discussed.

Fault Ride-Through (FRT) of Wind Turbines

With the increase in wind power penetration, grid codes became more stringent to ensure the
stability and reliability of the grid is well maintained. The purpose of these codes is to make wind
farms operate as closely to a conventional power plant as possible. These codes no longer allow for
wind turbines to be disconnected from the grid during faults or severe voltage dips in addition, wind
farms are expected to provide voltage support, reactive power regulation, and frequency response
during fault events [87].

As an example, FRT requirements according to German grid code E.ON Netz [88] are classified
depending on the severity of fault. In this code, wind generators are required to remain connected with
a 55% voltage dip for 200 ms and withstand a 30% voltage dip for 800 ms. For the more severe faults,
short-term disconnecting and reclosing is allowed within 2 s. Furthermore, the codes necessitate that
the wind turbine providing voltage support by supplying reactive current during faults; for instance,
1 pu of reactive current is to be supplied when the voltage drop reaches 50%.

In case of over frequency, wind farms are required to respond by reducing the generated active
power. In case of under frequency, the wind farm must respond either by changing the pitch angle to
increase the power or resort to load shedding. Alternatively, wind turbines are required to keep a level
of power reserve at normal operation mode [87].

For a typical DFIG at fault conditions, the grid voltage and the transferred electrical power
drop, and the excess mechanical energy accelerates the rotor. Additionally, the dc voltage across the
capacitor between the RSC and GSC reaches dangerous levels. There are a number of methods to
limit the speed of the rotor and avoid damage without tripping the generator, such as changing the
pitch angle to reduce mechanical power, increase the voltage by reactive power compensation using a
STATCOM device, activate crowbar to short circuit the rotor [87], use a DC chopper to limit the DC
link overcharge. [89], or connect a series breaking resistor [90].

In [29,54,86], wind turbines were integrated with the grid with an SST but fault-ride-through
was not addressed. In [28], fault-ride-through capabilities of wind turbines were examined as per the
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German code E.ON Netz. A DC chopper at the high voltage side is used to consume generated active
power while reactive fault current is injected to the grid. The inverter stage control method during
faults depends on fault detection. In the case of fault, the control of the DC link voltage is ignored to
supply reactive current. Without fault ride-through, the fault current and Vdc across the dc capacitor
link will increase by two folds, which will cause failure to the dc link and may permanently damage
the switching devices or the turbine.

It is important to note that different countries have different codes, for example, frequency
response requirements are more strict in a weakly interconnected system (low inertia), such as Ireland,
compared to a system belonging to the European interconnected grid. This makes it difficult for
manufacturers as they struggle to interpret the latest code requirements and redesign the turbines
accordingly for different markets [87].

Table 2 briefly lists the key published articles on SSTs in the last three years.

Table 2. Key published articles for the SST.

Year Ref. Main Focus

2018
[4] Proposes a medium-frequency SST-based grid interface for high-power multi pulse

rectifiers.
[15] Reviews the SST for the traction technology in high-speed trains.

[43] Deals with the control strategy to improve dual active bridge efficiency of SSTs for PV
application.

2017

[13] Introduces optimised parameters selection for the fabrication of compact and economical
pulse transformer using split core topology.

[19] Introduces a topology called dynamic-current for bidirectional SSTs with a minimal device
count.

[31]
Presents the application of a SST connected to a wind turbine-based doubly fed induction
generator. Advantages of employing SSTs over conventional magnetic core transformer
are detailed.

[32]
Employs an SST for HVDC transmission of an offshore windfarm. An experimental setup
is developed and comparison of 50 Hz, 400 Hz, and 1000 Hz SST operation is conducted.
Dependency of the transformer losses on core materials and frequency is also investigated.

2016

[2] Proposes a transformerless-based SST is proposed for the intelligent power management
applications.

[8] Introduces the origins and evolution of key concepts of SSTs.

[12] Presents the analysis and design of a 166 kW/20 kHz dc-dc converter of a series-resonant
type along with practical implementation.

[28] Proposes a configuration that combines the doubly fed induction generator-based wind
turbine and SST operation to enhance the overall operation and performance.

[30] Proposes a systematic control strategy for the three-phase modular cascaded SST.

[52] Proposes a modular multilevel type SST-based topology of shipboard power system to
improve the DC bus voltage stability and the power quality.

[71] Proposes a topology for a fully bidirectional soft-switching solid-state transformer to
interface two- or multi-terminal dc, single- or multiphase ac systems.

[91] Discusses the needs and challenges in developing the medium-voltage SST technology for
the next-generation of distribution grids.

6. Future of Solid State Transformers

The commercialisation of SSTs will be driven by a set of market drivers that will encourage or
restrain the demand. These market drivers are defined according to preferred features of SSTs for
different applications. Figure 9 shows different market drivers for different applications on a timeline.
These market drivers shall govern the development of SSTs from proof of concept to commercialisation.
For instance, size reduction is crucial for wind applications, but having a DC connection is not.
On the other hand, for the railway traction drive mentioned in [23], unidirectional power flow is
enough [91]. While transformers serving a hybrid AC/DC grid require a multiport SST allowing
power exchange between a number of branches. In military and high-end applications, the cost is
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not the underlining value and reliability is at most importance. For distribution transformers, size
reduction will not be pushed to its limits, as it may compromise reliability because of extensive heat
management requirements.Electronics 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 17 
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A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis in Table 3 includes some of
the inherent weaknesses that SSTs have to manage for successful commercialisation such as cost and
power rating. The cost of manufacturing SSTs is expected to witness a reduction once the dynamics
of economies are actuated by mass production [29]. The cost reduction will be related to the cost
of semiconductors, substrate manufacturing, and the development of mass manufacturing method
instead of building SSTs from discrete devices.

As shown in the SWOT (Table 3), stricter environmental legislation may represent an opportunity
for the rise of SST applications. For instance, the introduction of a carbon tax is bound to boost
renewables’ share in the wind energy by making them cost-competitive [92]. This increased penetration
of renewables will necessitate stricter regulations, which means more power electronics are needed for
voltage regulation and fault-ride-through [93]. Currently, the SST is transitioning from the domain
of public research to entrepreneurial start-up companies [94,95]. Typically, the technology should
start gaining patenting momentum and eventually attract larger companies, acquisitions, and more
investments. However, utilities might be reluctant to make large capital expenditure (CAPEX) with
unverified operational expenditure (OPEX) and life expectancy. Therefore, it is unlikely that unjustified
capital investment will be made to replace distribution transformers with SSTs before a period of
technology push and successful deployment by the early adopters.

The significance of the SST for utilities is that it is reflective of the future trends in the
electricity grid with higher penetration of renewables and load side generators. According to the
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) recommendation in their 2014 “Utility of the Future” report [96]
about the future of the Australian grid, those power distribution utilities shall transform into an
“Energy Enablers.” The report argued that the main duty of the future distribution utilities would
be to guarantee the transfer of power throughout the grid between “prosumers” in a proactive
customer-oriented fashion. The latter is not far from a still conceptual view of future grid, the “Energy
Internet,” in which the SST will be functioning as an energy router [97,98] with real time smart
economic power dispatch [99], and the prospects of expandability and plug-and-play features [97].

Eventually, utilities will be considering SSTs as the technology matures. In addition, further
deregulation and decentralisation will compel microgrids to participate in the energy market [100],
and a smart multi-port SST is essential to guarantee efficient and real-time implementation of smart
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energy dispatch at the microgrid level [101], fast demand and frequency response, and power exchange
between microgrids and the main grid [102].

Table 3. SWOT analysis for SSTs.

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

-Small size
-Power factor correction
-Reactive power support
-AC/DC integration
-Eliminates oil
-Smart grid and economic dispatch

-High cost
-Electromagnetic interference
-Harmonic injection-Low power rating
-Unproven reliability
-Semi-conductors supply shortage

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS

-Advances in high voltage semiconductors and mass
production.
-Higher penetration by renewables due to mature
technology and competitive price
-Government quotas and international climate agreements
to reduce CO2
-Reduction in price due to mass production
-Deregulation of the electricity grid requiring smart
dispatch of energy and increased controllability.
-Stringent standards for FRT
-Rise of the electric vehicle
-Large manufacturers (ex: ABB) investing in R&D

-Cost remains too high compared to benefits
-Reduction in government subsidies for electrical utilities
-Roll back of existing environmental accords
-Stall in the development of high power semiconductors
-Limited penetration of renewables due to low fossil fuel
prices or CO2 capture technologies (clean coal)
-Global economic recession

7. Conclusions

The most significant challenges to current power grid models are the emergence of renewable
sources, distributed generation, distributed storage, and bi-directional power flow. SSTs will play a
significant role in future grid topologies. This paper presented a comprehensive review of popular
SST topologies and discussed some of its applications. Papers suggesting HV SSTs using a mix of
semiconductors and modular and multilevel topologies were summarised. The most recent published
papers on the applications of SSTs to integrate wind turbines to the grid were reviewed. Market drivers
governing the commercialisation of SSTs for different applications were defined and a SWOT analysis
was presented. While SSTs are on the track of commercialisation, there are still a number of technical
issues that need to be improved and managed such as efficiency, size, and reliability. Wind integration
and locomotive applications are set to be the first to adopt SSTs due to many benefits and achievable
high voltage levels. On the other hand, the future of SSTs in the electricity grid is driven by external
and internal factors, among which are the penetration of renewables and further deregulation of the
energy market.
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